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Recap
Story and Narrative
Story is merely a series or sequence of events
Narrative is the telling of these events, that is, the shaping of
them in such a way as to make them meaningful to an
audience – the detailed description of characters, of events,
circumstances, the thoughts of characters, actions and
motivations etc. For example narrative usually defines the
beginning, middle and end of a story.

Narrative is always a process of inclusion and
exclusion, selection or deselection – a
decision by the author as to what to put into
the narrative and what to leave out, what to
highlight or accentuate and what to play down
or marginalise.
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Narratives rely on certain formal techniques
to tell their story. In each media form these
techniques vary. For example in film the codes
and conventions of camerawork, lighting,
editing, sound etc are used as integral parts of
the storytelling (eg – the use of black and white
from colour to signify a flashback sequence)

Long and Wall define realism thus:
‘Realism is a rhetorical and signifying strategy
(in media texts) for representing the worlds to
which those texts refer’
(Long and Wall 2009: 106)
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Classic Realist Narrative or
The ‘Classic Realist Text’
These are terms that refer to ‘a series of rules, principles
or practices through which texts and the stories told
through texts are organised and constructed’. Noel
Burch describes the classic realist text as an
‘institutional mode of representation’, that is
conventional ways of representing stories so that they
are believable and coherent.
Narrative forms within the classic realist text (typically in
theatre, film and literature) embody the following
characteristics:

Cause and effect: one event precipitates another – John
does something which causes Jane to react in a particular
way which in turn causes John to respond in another way,
etc
The centrality of human agency – individuals are always
central to the story rather than events. For example the film
Titanic has its central story based on two characters on the
ship and their doomed love affair; war stories are not about
wars but about particular individuals fighting in that war (eg
Saving Private Ryan), the same for political dramas or
historical dramas.
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The consistency and verisimilitude (The quality of
appearing to be true or real and being
synonymous with ‘truth) of time and space. Time
is organised sequentially (ie usually chronologically)
even with flashbacks or glimpses into the future
(which are always carefully signalled by the text so as
not to trick or fool the audience). Space appears ‘real’
or believable through the principles of mis-en-scene
(the coherence and consistency of a visual style (the
set, the camerawork, the editing etc).
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0jRUjMUhdQ

A sense of narrative ‘seamlessness’ – that is
we become ‘stitched-into’ the film and narrative
or story and become involved and implicated in
it almost as though we had a personal stake in
the outcome of the story (is this why we cry at
the end of some stories?). What we don’t do is
focus on the techniques and modes of
storytelling, ie the narrative devices
themselves.
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One of the consequences of these points is that classic realist
texts tend to ‘efface the marks of their own production’ –
we never see the camera, the lights, we never (or
shouldn’t) see a microphone, or a cameraman or a
technician or the director or the tea boy. We should not be
aware of the process of editing, or sound recording or
lighting or indeed acting itself. All of these things are hidden
from us.
Under such conditions the narratives become real and
believable – this is the process through which begin to
suspend our disbelief.
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Implications of Classic
Realism
Classic realism places us at the centre of the text (closely
identifying with the film’s central protagonist) to the extent
we become the ‘subject’ of the film. In this regard we can
be said to be ‘centred as subjects’. The basic mechanisms
of classic realism rely upon and presuppose a set of ‘extra
textual’ assumptions about how the ‘morality’ of how the film
should proceed, for example it assumes certain
assumptions about right and wrong, good and bad, fair and
unfair and we, as identifying with the central protagonist,
attempt to establish a normative morality within the
narrative. Eg Murder is wrong – we attempt to catch the
culprit and bring him/her to justice; world domination is
wrong so we attempt to stop the evil genius taking over the
world; terrorism is bad so we try to stop the terrorists before
they set off their bombs; true love overcomes all in the end,
etc,

The successful resolution of the narrative there
produces a pleasure in us as audiences that is
profoundly based upon these moral assumptions, ie
proper morality has been restored. In this sense the
pleasure we derive from films is ideological, ie
based around certain ideological assumptions. In
this context the radical feminist film-maker and
theorist Laura Mulvey once called for the
‘destruction of pleasure as a radical weapon’.
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Classic realism also presupposes a stability of temporal
order’, ie a stability of time. By this I mean that
because the film moves through its various stages then
this presupposes a temporal sequence, ie we move
through the film’s events as though it were happening in
real time – events depicted in the film are ordered
sequentially, things happen in a linear sequence – most
obvious examples (although it applies to most films) are 9
and half weeks; 24; 48 hours. In other words we begin at
the beginning and end at the end.
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These assumptions are so taken for granted that
of course we are never consciously aware of
them when we watch films, but nonetheless
they are precisely what make films reach out to
us and identify with us as individuals.
The pleasures that films produce therefore are
pleasure of the familiar

For reasons such as this many writers and
commentators have wanted to disrupt the relation
between realism, narrative and pleasure. For
example the German playwright Berthold Brecht
within the sphere of theatre and drama was to
attempt to develop an entirely new mode of theatre
which aimed to reveal the play as entirely a cultural
construct and stop the audience identifying with the
central protagonists.
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Berthold Brecht

He wanted them to make the audience understand that what it was
looking at in the theatre was nothing more than a re-telling (a
representation) of events.
He wanted his audience to look at performances with critical
detachment. In what he called the ‘alienation’ effect)
the Alienation Effect was created through the use of devices which were
designed to ensure that the audience members were always
conscious of the fact that they were watching a demonstration of
human behaviour instead of reality itself.
Brecht wanted to provoke the audience into changing the society in
which they lived and not remain comfortable or apathetic to it.
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‘Brecht's narrative style, which he called epic
theatre, was directed against the illusion
created by traditional theatre of witnessing a
slice of life. Instead, Brecht encouraged
spectators to watch events on stage
dispassionately and to reach their own
conclusions.

Plaisir and Jouissance
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Barthes suggests that plaisir and jouissance are
essentially the two forms of pleasure we are
capable of experiencing when we encounter
any text. Either form of pleasure is not an
intrinsic property of the text itself but is always
found at the moment of interaction between
the text and the reader.

Plaisir
For Barthes the term plaisir best describes the
mechanism of pleasure which comes through
common narrative forms involves such things
in the audience as:
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the release of narrative tension through a satisfactory resolution to the
enigma or problematic posed at the start of the narrative, i.e.
narrative closure
the recognition of familiar narrative structures in the film (beginning,
middle and end for example)
recognition of familiar cultural archetypes – for example characters (the
hero, the villain etc)
recognition of key binary oppositions within the text: eg good/evil,
city/countryside, civilisation/wilderness, male/female etc and the
typical attributes we associate with these binary opposites
the experience of seeing dominant ideological positions established in
the text, for example ‘love conquers all’, ‘good triumphs over evil’, etc
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The beginning of a beautiful
friendship
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDhGS4EJS8
M

In this regard plaisir produces a ‘mundane’,
ordinary or everyday pleasure – it is bound up
with the normal and everyday is essentially
cultural in origin. It confirms one’s sense of
identity and one’s stable position within one’s
culture. In this sense plaisir is essentially
conservative in origin.
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Jouissance
Jouissance by contrast is radical in origin.
Jouissance, for which there is really no
satisfactory English translation of the French,
is best described as ‘bliss’ or even ‘exstacy’.
(the word is sexual in origin and derives from
the experience of the moment of sexual
orgasm).

Jouissance is essentially a form of pleasure
experienced through the body and (unlike
plaisir) not through the head. It involves a
heightened sensuality that relates more to
human nature than to culture.
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Its origin lies not in the meanings and ideologies produced by
the text but in the very materiality of the text itself, in
other words in the materiality of the signifiers (the images
and sounds we witness themselves) and not the signifieds
that these signifiers produce. With music for example,
jouissance can be produced by the ‘grain’ of the particular
human voice that is singing, or in the corporeal (bodily)
effects that a particular dance track may produce on us. In
photography it might be produced by the experience of
shades of light or textures of colour.

Orgasm and the escape
from culture
For Barthes moments of jouissance are relatively rare
and only truly occur at the moment of the ‘breakdown
of culture’, ie, like sexual orgasm, at that brief
moment we evade or escape culture and experience
the pure body. For example, some texts can make us
cry without a logical explanation, ie we have not been
manipulated by the text to elicit tears we simply start
to cry, feel happy, sad etc for no apparent reason.
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Look at the following and think about the
pleasures of this text – it is a documentary, but
one which does not follow all the standard
codes and conventions we have come to
expect from film documentary. In other words
this is a different sort of narrative, one which
disrupts our flow of normal expectations. The
clip comes from the film Sans Soliel by the
French film-maker Chris Marker. It was made
in 1983

Sans Soliel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKOJUgTqFtY
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Now look at the following image and think about
what your experience of this photograph is –
what is the fascination we have with this
image? Do you gain a pleasure from this
image or is the word ‘pleasure’ an odd word to
use in connection to such an image?
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